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The final quarter of 2023 witnessed a significant boost in the property index, driven by cheap valuations and the 
anticipation of interest rate declines that propelled property stocks to rally, both globally and locally. This strength 
continued into the first months of 2024, albeit at a moderated pace as rate cut expectations have been pushed back.  
To put this into context, the All Property Index (a proxy for property’s performance as an asset class) was the  
second-best performing asset class for both one- and three-year periods (to 29 February 2024), following closely 
behind global equity. And this trend could be maintained should the headwinds the sector is experiencing ease further. 
The M&G Property Fund is poised to capitalise on the opportunities within the South African listed property market. 
Launched in July 2020, the fund is focused on active management aiming to seek alpha through strategic stock-picking 
coupled with a commitment to maximise total returns while managing risks effectively. 

The M&G Property team employs a consistent, proven investment philosophy and process in managing the fund that is 
mirrored in the group’s equity investment process. By adopting a valuation-based approach, focusing on the long term, 
and maintaining a prudent investment strategy, the fund aims to deliver sustainable growth and value to investors. 

The investment philosophy is underpinned by a rigorous process that involves deep company research, fundamental 
analysis, diversification and risk awareness during portfolio construction, and a keen eye for quality companies trading 
at attractive valuations. This has allowed the M&G Property Fund to deliver award-winning performance, having won the 
2023 Raging Bull Award for three-year straight performance in its ASISA category.
 
We are high conviction managers that take large overweight positions in a concentrated portfolio of stocks that we 
believe are high quality and will deliver sustained outperformance and value to our clients (compared to tracker funds, 
closet tracker funds or the index) over the long term. This targeted strategy allows the fund to capitalise on market 
opportunities, avoid value traps and invest in quality companies trading at discounted prices.

With the prospect of interest rate cuts on the horizon and less loadshedding expected in South Africa, we anticipate 
that previous headwinds will turn into tailwinds, and that listed property sector stands to surprise on the upside over 
the medium term. We’ve positioned the portfolio to benefit from these dynamics, while not compromising on our quality 
criteria – picking stocks with high free cash flow generation and strong balance sheets. 

Positioned to capture improving fundamentals 
Based on recent company reporting, South African property fundamentals are stable, with vacancy levels steadily 
declining across all sectors. However, sectoral rental growth has diverged. Office rents remain under pressure due to 
an oversupply of space. Retail rent affordability ratios are at decade lows, and we’ve seen reported rental reversions 
turn positive. This positive momentum is somewhat countered by a constrained SA consumer and distress in one South 
Africa’s largest retail anchor tenants, Pick ‘n Pay. Industrial property has delivered the strongest growth, benefitting from 
favourable supply-demand dynamics and the pass-through of rising construction costs.
 
In our view, prevailing headwinds such as rapidly rising property costs and higher interest rates are reflected in company 
earnings expectations that show limited short- to medium-term growth. Therefore, our preferred South African stocks 
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Disclaimer. 

This document is for information purposes only and is not an offer to or solicitation for investors to invest in any of the capabilities or products offered by MandG 
Investment Managers (Pty) Ltd [M&G Investment Managers] (Registration no. 2013/051515/07) and MandG Investments (Namibia) (Pty) Ltd (Registration no. 
1996/85) [M&G Namibia] or any of their associates, being MandG Investments Unit Trusts South Africa (RF) Ltd (Registration no 1999/005242/06) and MandG 
Investments Unit Trusts (Namibia) Ltd Registration no. 2007/609. M&G Investment Managers is an authorised discretionary financial services provider by the 
Financial Sector Conduct Authority of South Africa [FSP45199] in terms of the Financial Advisory and Intermediary Services Act, and has it’s registered offices 
at 5th Floor Protea Place, 30 Dreyer Street, Claremont, 7708. M&G Namibia is an approved person in terms of section 4 of Stock Exchanges Control Act and has 
it’s registered offices at 6 Feld Street, Windhoek, Namibia. Information given in this document has been obtained from, or based upon sources believed to be 
from an accurate and timely source but M& Investment Managers and M&G Namibia make no representations or warranty, express or implied, with respect to the 
correctness, accuracy or completeness of the information and opinions. This information is not intended to constitute a basis for any specific investment decision. 
Investors are advised to familiarise themselves with the unique risks pertaining to their investment choices. Investors should seek the advice of a properly qualified 
financial consultant/adviser before investing. The value of an investment will fluctuate and past performance is not necessarily an indication of future returns.

M&G Property Fund

are high-yielding mid-caps where prospective returns exceed that of the SA government bond yield.

We also find certain SA-listed property companies with offshore exposure attractive. Offshore property fundamentals 
vary by region and sector. Here we favour stocks with strong balance sheets and enduring growth prospects. Our 
preferred sectors include retail property in Central and Eastern Europe and Spain where the robust performance is 
underpinned by resilient consumer spending. Other favoured high-growth stocks include Sirius Real Estate and  
Stor-age, which have flexible leasing business models supported by sophisticated operating platforms capable of 
dynamically capitalising on customer demand trends.

The success of the M&G Property Fund underscores the effectiveness of its investment approach and the value it brings 
to investors. For those looking to explore listed property exposure and benefit from the prospective resurgence of the 
property asset class, the fund presents a compelling opportunity for portfolio diversification and long-term growth.

To learn more about accessing the M&G Property Fund and incorporating listed property investments into your portfolio, 
visit www.mandg.co.za and discover the potential for growth in the listed property market.

*Best SA Real Estate General Fund” for its straight performance over the three-year period to 31 December 2023.
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Annualised performanceA  class Benchmark D class
1 year 21.3%2 0.3% 21.9%
2 years 9.1% 6.9% 9.5%
3 years 15.4%1 3.0% 15.8%
Since inception 16.8%1 5.3% -

https://www.mandg.co.za/financial-adviser/our-funds/all-funds/mg-property-fund/
http://www.mandg.co.za

